


In August 2007, Shayboarder began a blog that answered to the 
majority of snowboarders, male or female.  With fresh daily content 
365 days a year, shayboarder.com has pushed the passion of snowboarding
across the world with interviews, articles, trip reports and consistent
product reviews.

With over 200 product reviews on men’s and women’s snowboard gear 
including 149 snowboard reviews and 55 binding reviews, shayboarder.com
has become a reliable source of information for the average snowboarder.

One reader, Nick Iowa said “I can’t tell you how hard it is to �nd a good review that doesn’t sound like it’s written by the manufacturer.  No one 
ever breaks it down the way you do and say what is good AND bad about each board.”  An unbiased look at snowboarding is what keeps 
readers coming back for more. 

From the beginning of time, I was Shannon.
From the beginning of snowboarding, I was Shay.
From the beginning of online communities, I was Shayboarder.

In the end, I’m the writer, photographer, editor, publisher, guru of sorts, product tester, curvy girl, and most importantly the snowboarder 
behind it all.  Shayboarder.com has proved that a woman can write about snowboarding on experience, knowledge and covering both 
male/female sides of the sport...and people listen.







Large Side Banner 200 x 250
Monthly Set Rate*
Ads rotate out, no more than 3 ads in 200x 250 banner space. 
*email shayboarder to discuss monthly set rate.

Small Side Banner 192 x 78
A�liate Program/Trade 
Directly through avant link or Shayboarder, email to discuss.

Bottom Banner 468 x 60
Monthly set rate*
Non-rotating ad/Only 1 ad in this position.  
*email shayboarder to discuss.

Shayboarder.com features articles on the snowboard industry, riding trips, resort reviews, product 
reviews, and interviews.  With 52,000 to 109,000 page views each month, shayboarder.com o�ers 
limited advertising space speci�c to a snowboard market and demographic.  

Here’s your chance to get your company seen by snowboarders who keep coming back for the latest 
products, reviews and stories from snowboarding through fembot eyes.

Contact:
Shannon “Shay” Johnson

Shayboarder.com Founder
shayboarder@gmail.com

970-404-2023

Advertising features on all pages:  home, about, features, reviews, interviews, shred journal, 
galleries, and ask shay.

Please contact to discuss other advertising options and future considerations
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